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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like policemen during Winter Carnival!
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“Everyone is entitled to be stupid,
but some abuse the privilege.”
~Unknown

Oh
Bloody Hell
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
~Daily Bull~

MTU recently had their little
blood drive war with NMU,
which I’m assuming we won,
cause we’re awesome like
that and deserve to win
more than those Marquette
snobs.
Now that I’ve expressed
the truth about our fellow
U.P. students, it’s time for
the nitty gritty. Everything
you thought about donating
blood, all those times you
thought you were giving
your blood to a good cause
– all wrong.
That’s right. Not only did
you lose a pint of blood and
stand in line for an ungodly
amount of time this past
Tuesday, but all that suffering
and pain isn’t even being put
to good use. Well, not for
what you thought at least.
Your blood, with all its po...see Sanguine Sugar on back

Origins of the Universe
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

Take a break from creation and read
this article. Your mind is always busy,
so its time to take a rest. Ever wonder
why you don’t feel smart enough to
handle something, or you’re just not
feeling smart altogether? That’s because
you’re too busy creating the universe,
or at least the universe within a 4 mile
radius. Let me explain to you what you
obviously already know (seeing as how
you wrote this article).

Now back to your universe. Your cognitive processing is being used primarily
to create your surrounding area and its
inhabitants. Because your brain serves
for other useful functions, such as
speaking and focusing all rage toward
Hot Pockets (come on, their slogan is
the name of their product), you compensate by only creating everything
within a 4 mile radius. Everything else
that is occurring elsewhere is merely
your brain trying to convince you that
The universe exists entirely within the your universe is not that bad. “Hey look
confines of your own mind. Your real at it this way at least you are not in that
body is either in a vegetative state in a blown up desert town.”
hospital or strapped to a straight jacket
rocking back and forth. This body is This explains why you don’t feel as
really plugged into the matrix, were smart as you should be. Your universe
robots are using you for heat and elec- just requires a little more detail. Why are
tricity. This entity exists within the mind nerds so smart? Because their universe
of M. Night Shyamalan in a sub universe consists of books they mentally wrote
where Chuck Norris is a wimp, the ratio and the World of Warcraft they created.
has reversed, and Hot Pockets don’t The whole reason your even here is to
give you diarrhea (they still don’t taste think up laws and theories that create
good, however, as no amount of spatial your universe and remember childhood
bending could fix that). This universe ex- forgotten yet constantly implemented
ists within the mind of an autistic child, rules of nature, like gravity!
whose attention to even the smallest
details of these multiple universes has All people you see but do not interact
more than made up for poor grammar with are also mere randomly generated
skills, who exists in a black void floating persons created to ease loneliness.
freely to create for all eternity.
Everyone you do interact with was
...see Creationism = Fail on back

Join the Daily Bull,
or your first-born will be sacrificed to Pagan gods.

The Steaming Pile

Straight from you-know-where!
Topic of Pile
Name? Dr. Strangelove
Refers to class as “My little playthings”
Got their degree from Phoenix
Online
Looks like that guy they fired last
semester
Speaks in tongues
Wears a black, hooded cloak to
class
Favorite Song? “Every Breath You
Take” by The Police
Knows Klingon
One Word: Moobs

Bucket List includes “PWN1NG
N00BZ”
Avid collector of medival torture
devices
Strikes frequent “Captain Morgan” poses
Spends weekends offering
candy to small children
Says they were just released
from the asylum
Denies the existence of “The
Ratio”
Considers Agin a role model
Makes Martha Sloan look good
Writes lectures with Wikipedia

specifically created and behaves in
ways only your subconscious could
possibly understand. Your friends
were created because you need
companionship. Enemies were created to give you something to talk
about, along with giving yourself a
challenge. Everyone’s background
story is self-created entertainment,
some of which seems very elaborate
yet is completely random.

note that mind-opening drugs were Plus I had a broomball game, and
in no way involved in the creation of to me being able to play broomball
this article.
and not faint or have a heart attack is
more important than standing in line
for hours to bleed all over the place.
Hell, if they gave me a sterile bucket
...Sanguine Sugar from front and a knife, I’d give them 2 pints of
tentially life-saving properties, is being blood in a matter of seconds. Maybe
turned into dangerous weaponry, even 5! Then they could pour it into
robots, and other potentially lethal the big tanker truck of blood they
technologies by none other than your have at the hospital and ship it all over
friends down at your local hospital. the country.

In this sense you wrote this bull article
partially because you want to entertain yourself, yet at the same time are
seeking answers to the universe and
don’t feel like going to any religious
institution. That’s OK, but just remember that you came up with of those
religions. World strife is your fault, but
it’s OK because none of it is really
happening.

A long, long time ago, even before
Don McLean wrote American Pie, the
government discovered and backwards-engineered alien technology
(like they always do, those cheaters).
But this wasn’t just your ordinary laser
guns, quantum computers, and ICBM
technology that they usually find.
Remember all those people who got
abducted by aliens?

...Creationism = Fail from front

Try not to forget about me, or I will
cease to exist … unless you want another bull article. I would also like to
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If everyone who wanted to donate
blood had the chance, I’m sure we’d
have beaten those freaks at NMU 500
times over. And we’d have saved
practically a million lives, which is
an added bonus to beating NMU.
Cause this is a competition, and getting second place in a blood drive
war means we’d have drained all our
blood for nothing. And, without all
that blood we’re a lot weaker so we
All of the sudden I just realized what won’t be able to go over there and
was going on, and doing a little bit physically crush them nearly as well.
more research, I came to the conclusion that I had inadvertently started Or conversely, we won’t have the
describing the plot to War of the strength to fight them off when they
Worlds! Aghast, I thought to myself, invade for Winter Carnival. And
“Oh bloody hell, there goes a per- speaking of Winter Carnival (and
drinking), I think I just figured out
fectly good Daily Bull article.”
why we give blood, and that is to
Distraught over the near loss of such increase our blood alcohol content.
a fine idea, I recalibrated where I With less blood to water down the
was going and decided just to talk alcohol you drink, you’ll get drunk
about blood some more. Just as faster, thus saving you money on
soon as I stop narrating how I write beer. It all makes sense now. Good
luck out there with this newfound
bull articles.
knowledge.
Oh bloody hell this is annoying. But
probably not as annoying standing in
line and wasting your valuable time to
donate blood, if you did. I thought
about donating, but when I went to
hop in line, I noticed a little sign that
read, “Wait Time for this ride: 1 hour.”
And all I’d get was a lousy sticker.

